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Ever wonder how the Government Agencies decide what
maturity, call structure, and step coupons they issue?
This session will provide insight on issuance as well as analysis to see
if callable agency debt is a fit for your portfolio.
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GSE Callables
 Quick Refresh
 Market Update
 A Look Behind the Curtain
 Additional Analysis, Features and Uses
 Recommendations
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What is a Callable?
 What is a callable bond?
– A bond that can be redeemed by the issuer prior to maturity.

 The purchaser of a callable bond effectively buys a bullet bond and sells a call
option on the bond to the issuer.
 Selling the right but not the obligation to call the bond allows the investor to earn
incremental yield.
 Callable debt can ONLY be called by the issuer.
 When rates are falling, the issuer benefits from being able to call the bond and
issue new debt at lower yields.
 Callable debt is used extensively by the GSEs to hedge the prepay option that
mortgage borrowers have.
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Why Buy Callables?
 Yield enhancement without additional credit risk
 Yield enhancement to mitigate additional interest rate risk
 Large, liquid, and active markets
 Opportunities for customization to meet specific investor objectives
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Credit Quality
 Callables are issued under the GSE’s Senior Debt programs
Moody’s
S&P
Fitch
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Aaa
AA+
AAA

Benefits and Risks
 Callable agency benefits include:
– Positive spread vs. agency bullets
– Parallel credit quality (no additional credit risk for additional spread)
– Liquidity (bid/offer spread) varies with one-time calls being the narrowest
– Custom structures with ability to set deal size, call frequency, dates and maturity date
– One-time calls have positive performance characteristics if they extend beyond the call date and
should tighten relative to the agency bullet curve

 Callable agency risks include:
– Call options result in negative convexity, lessening the ability of the bond to participate in a falling
rate environment and increasing the likelihood of extending in a rising rate scenario
– Callables are less liquid than global benchmark bullets but have similar liquidity as negotiated
bullet deals of similar size
– Prepayment Risk – All principal returned when favorable for issuer, forcing re-investment at lower
rates
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Callable Marketplace
 Participants
– State and Local Governments
– Broker/Dealers
– Domestic Depository Institutions
– Investment Managers
– Insurance Companies, Pension Funds
– Corporate Treasury Accounts
– Foreign Banks/Governments

 Daily Trading Volumes = $500mm - $1b+

Sources: Bloomberg, TRACE
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Primary Market Activity
 2014-2018: 25,000+ Issues
totaling $1.9T
 75% ($1.4T) 1-5yr Maturities
 More than 50 Active Underwriters

Source: Bloomberg
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Yield Curve: A Picture is Worth a Thousand Words

Source: Bloomberg
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Source: FTN Financial, Agency Annual
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Source: FTN Financial, Agency Annual
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GSE Calls for 2018 & 2019*
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Source: Bloomberg, TD Securities
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A Look Behind the Curtain
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Supply and Demand
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Issuers
 Asset/Liability Matching
– Issuers have floating rate assets so they need floating rate liabilities

 Post daily LIBOR funding levels based on funding needs
 Duration and term fit is driven by assets they are funding
 Buying a call option from investors allows issuers to retain control of supply in
exchange for paying a higher coupon (incremental yield for investors)
 Issue bonds negotiated (reverse inquiry) or through an auction bidding process
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Underwriter
 Negotiated Deals
– Reverse inquiry
– Issuer demand for funding
– Market offering value
– Gaps in the market

 Callable Auctions
 Secondary market liquidity
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Types of Structures
 Coupon Types

 Optionality

– Fixed rate

– Callable or Non-Callable (“Bullets”)

– Variable or floating rate bonds

– Types of Embedded Call Features

– Callable bonds with step coupons

– American

– Zero coupon bonds

– Bermudan

– Discount Notes

– European
– Canary (combines Bermudan and
European call options)

 Cushion (premium) vs. Discount
 Maturities range from overnight to
30 years
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Underwriting Process
 Negotiated
– Customer and/or dealer driven
– Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHLBanks, Farmer Mac
– The World Bank, Asian Development Bank, IADB and other Supranationals

 Callable Auction
– Issuer driven
– FHLBanks, FFCB, and Farmer Mac
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Interest Rate Swap
Pays Floating Rate: LIBOR minus X
Swap
Counterparty

Issuer
Pays Fixed Coupon Schedule
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Interest Rate Swap
Pays Floating Rate: LIBOR minus X
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Pays Fixed Coupon Schedule

Underwriter
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Interest Rate Swap
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Pays Fixed Coupon Schedule
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Interest Rate Swap
Pays Floating Rate: LIBOR minus X
Swap
Counterparty

Issuer
Pays Fixed Coupon Schedule

Underwriter

Pays Fixed Coupon Schedule

Investor
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Quick Refresh on Important Terms
 Duration/Effective Duration
 Convexity
 Expected Life
 Book Yield
 Total Return
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Duration and Expected Life
 Duration is one measure of a fixed income security’s interest rate risk. It gives us a
close approximation of how much a bond’s price will increase given small, uniform
decreases in it’s yield, or how much it will decrease when it’s yield goes up.
 Bonds with prepayment options, like callables, are typically evaluated using their
effective duration. Effective duration is an adjusted duration that reflects the
probability that principal will be returned before its maturity date.
5yr Non-Callable: approx 4.7
5yr nc 1yr: approx 3.1
 Expected Life is the date in the future that market participants expect redemption
of callable bonds using assumptions for the overall level of interest rates and
market spreads.
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Convexity
 Convexity is the second main interest
rate risk measure for bonds.

 Convexity is valuable to investors.
The more convex a bond’s price/yield
function, the smaller (larger) the price
decline (increase) for a large
increase (decrease) in interest rates.
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Negative Convexity
 Callable bonds exhibit negative
convexity. Underperform non-callable
bonds in a falling interest rate
environment.
 When interest rates fall, a callable
bond’s price will not rise much above
par since the bond is likely to be
called at par.
 Convexity is valuable to investors,
but negative convexity is a drag.
Thus, investors will demand a higher
yield for owning a negatively convex
security such as a callable bond.
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Example: 5yr nc 3mo FHLMC 3.00%

Source: Bloomberg
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Book Yield vs. Total Return
 Book Yield is simply the yield rate that corresponds to the price that was paid for a
specific bond or portfolio of bonds. Fixed rate bonds purchased at par have book
yields equal to their coupon rate.
 Total Return considers a security’s cash flows as well as its change in price over
some period of time. These values are usually expressed as an annualized rate.
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Book Yield Comparison

5yr “Bullet”
Effective Duration
Book Yield
3yr “Bullet”
Effective Duration
Book Yield
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4.7
2.55%

5yr nc 3mo Callable
Effective Duration
1.3
Book Yield
3.00%

2.8
2.47%

3yr nc 3mo Callable
Effective Duration
1.0
Book Yield
2.85%

Spread and OAS
Spread
 The difference in percentage or basis points between the yield of a security versus
a benchmark (i.e. non-U.S. Treasury debt security being priced and the yield of a
comparable U.S. Treasury security). Also refers generally to the difference in yields
or coupons between any two debt securities. Usually noted in basis points.
Option-Adjusted Spread (OAS)
 A reference tool for comparing alternative debt securities that contain embedded
options. OAS refers to the yield premium over comparable U.S. Treasury securities
that a callable debt security would have if it were non-callable—that is, if the value
of the embedded option in the callable debt security were removed from the value
of the debt security.
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Callable Agency Analysis
Callable agencies offer investors additional yield (spread) as compensation for
uncertain cash flows due to the embedded call options. Several factors need to be
evaluated to determine what precise type of callable bond is appropriate for the
portfolio in light of the interest rate and volatility environments and expectations.
Some useful steps in callable agency analysis include:
 Selecting Maturity, Call Protection (lockout) and Call Frequency
 Calculating Yield Pick-up
 Determining Likelihood / Probability of Call
 Analyzing the trade based on yield pick-up, likelihood of call, reinvestment risk,
extension risk, TRR all in light of current interest rate expectations
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Selecting Maturity, Call Protection (lockout) and
Call Frequency
 Key determinants: relative value vs. bullets, interest rate view and cash flow needs
 Compare yield/spread differences between differing lockouts and call frequencies
 Bullish investors prefer longer maturity, longer lockout callables
 Bearish investors prefer higher yielding, shorter lockout, higher frequency of call
with shorter maturities
 Importance of cash flow timing
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Customizable Features
Lockout Period and Call Frequency
 Longer Lockout  More Call Protection
 Shorter Lockout  Higher Coupon
 Fewer Call Options  More Call Protection
 More Call Options  Higher Coupon
5yr Bullet
No Call
2.55%

Lowest Yield
Least Call Risk
Highest Duration

Source: Bloomberg
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5yr/2yr
1xCall Only
2.75%

5yr/1.5yr
1xCall Only
2.77%

5yr/1yr
1xCall Only
2.80%

5yr/1yr
Quarterly
2.88%

5yr/6mo
Quarterly
2.95%

5yr/3mo
Continuous
3.00%

Most Coupon
Most Call Risk
Lowest Duration

Example: 5yr nc 3mo FHLMC 3.00%

Source: Bloomberg
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Example: 5yr nc 3mo FHLMC 3.00%

Source: Bloomberg
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Determining Yield Pickup
 Compare the yield pickup to risk-free rate
 Compare the yield pickup to agency bullets
 Compare yield to calls and duration
 Compare to similar duration securities
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Valuation
 Spread vs. Matched Maturity Bullet
5yr nc 1yr vs 5yr bullet

+25bps

 Spread vs. Matched Duration Bullet
5yr nc 1yr vs 3yr bullet

+40bps

5yr nc 1yr Effective Duration ~3.1
3yr bullet Effective Duration ~2.8
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Determining Likelihood / Probability of Call
 An issuer will usually call a bond if it can replace the existing debt for the remaining term at a lower cost
of funds. Looking at where a new issue of a similar term and call structure can be issued will give a
rough estimate of how “in the money” (likely to be called) or “out of the money” (likely to extend), the
current structure is.
 The forward interest rate curve can be used to provide a rough estimate of the issue’s probability of call
at future call dates
 The probability of call influences the yield pick-up
– Rising rates will cause the bond to move “out of the money,” and the call option will usually not be exercised.
The bond will take on more bullet-like characteristics as duration extends with the passing of call dates and it
trades at a discount to par. Spreads will tighten relative to bullets as it is viewed as being less callable.
– Falling rates will push the bond “in the money,” increasing the probability of call and the ensuing yield to call
– Rising or falling interest rate volatility is an input in determining spread. Higher interest rate uncertainty equals
higher volatility and thus wider spreads
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Issuer Calls
 For negotiated or swapped deals, calls are determined primarily by the swap counterparty
Pays Floating Rate: LIBOR minus X
Swap
Counterparty

Issuer
Pays Fixed Coupon Schedule

 For auction or unswapped deals, calls are determined primarily by the market
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Calculating Call and Extension Probabilities
 Determine how much rates need to change versus current levels for the bond to be
called or extend to maturity
 Determine how much rates need to change versus implied forward interest rates for
the bond to be called or extend to maturity
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Custom-Made
“Reverse Inquiry” allows investors to tailor their investments to meet their unique
portfolio needs
 Maturity/Call/Coupon Dates
 Call Types (European/Bermudan/American etc.)
 Discount or Premium at Issuance
 Variable Coupons (Fixed, Floating, Stepping etc.)
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Rising Interest Rates
 Options are less likely to be exercised, extending the “expected life” of callable
bond
 Increased probability that callable will remain outstanding to the maturity date
 Callables provide more cash flow that can be re-invested at better rates or
otherwise deployed as investors’ needs dictate
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Falling Interest Rates
 Call options are likely to be exercised, shortening the “expected life” of callable
bond
 Decreased probability that callable will remain outstanding to maturity date
 Callable bond returns principal early, forcing investor to re-invest at lower rates
 Bullets continues to pay stated coupon until maturity date, while increasing in
market value
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For the Bearish Investor
 Premiums “Cushion Bonds”
 Step-Ups
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Premiums “Cushion Bonds”
 Investor pays above par for callable with high likelihood of redemption. Yields to
expected call dates exceed those of other short term investments.
 Above-market coupons provide investor with protection if rates rise above their
expectations.
Example: 5yr nc 1yr 1x 3.25% Price: 100.6375
2.60% Yield to Call
(+10bps to Bills)
3.11% Yield to Maturity
(+35bps to 5nc1yr 1x at Par)
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Customization – Tailoring to Investor’s Market Expectations
Example: 5yr nc 3mo Semi-Annual Step

Coupons
2.65% for 6 months
2.75 % for 6 months
2.875% for 6 months
3.00% for 6 months
3.125% for 6 months
3.25% for 6 months
3.50% for 6 months
4.00% for 6 months
5.00% for 6 months
6.00% for 6 months
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Customization of Step-Ups
Investor accepts below-market starting coupon in return for higher coupons in later
periods.
Example: 5yr nc 3mo Annual Step-Up
2.75% - 3.00% - 3.50% - 4.00% - 5.00%
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3m Yield to Call:

2.75%

(+32.5bps to 3mo bullet)

1yr Yield to Call:

2.75%

(+23bps to 1yr bullet)

2yr Yield to Call:

2.87%

(+27bps to 2yr callable)

3yr Yield to Call:

3.07%

(+27bps to 3yr callable)

4yr Yield to Call:

3.29%

(+44bps to 3yr callable)

Yield to Maturity:

3.61%

(+61bps to 5yr nc 3mo at Par)

Example: 5yr nc 3mo Annual Step-Up

Source: Bloomberg
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Example: 5yr nc 3mo Annual Step-Up

Source: Bloomberg
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Example: 5yr nc 3mo Annual Step-Up

Source: Bloomberg
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For the Bullish Investor
Discounts:
 Investor purchases lower coupon/longer duration callables at prices below Par and
at yields that exceed matched maturity bullets.
 Falling rates increase the likelihood of redemption at Par, where Investor would
enjoy above-market returns.
Example:
5yr nc 1yr 2.50%
3.86% Yield to 1yr Call
2.78% Yield to Maturity
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Price: 98.67
(+134bps to 1yr bullet)
(+23bps to 5yr bullet)

Building a Portfolio
Maturity Ladder Approach

Barbell Strategy

 Maturities are “laddered” out to supply
steady cash flow

 Portion of portfolio invested in short
maturities to provide liquidity

 Mitigates some reinvestment risk
because you always have money “rolling
off”

 Portion of portfolio invested in longer
maturities to increase yield

 Popular strategy with community banks
with some risk aversion

 Advantageous for non parallel rate shifts
(flattening long end)
 Popular strategy with community banks

Bullet Approach
 Selected point(s) on the yield curve are
targeted for maturities
 Less liquidity and more risky
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Determining the buy based on yield
pick-up, likelihood of call, reinvestment
risk, and extension risk in light of
current interest rate expectations
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Specialists in Capital Markets
and Investment Banking
To learn more about our Capital Markets and Investment Banking capabilities, please
contact George Barbar, Senior Managing Director, at gbarbar@mesirowfinancial.com.

The information contained herein is intended for informational purposes only and is applicable to Qualified Purchasers only. This is not an offer or sale of securities. Securities are only offered to Qualified Purchasers.
Financing terms are determined on a case-by-case basis and will vary according to suitability. Securities offered through Mesirow Financial, Inc., member FINRA and SIPC.
The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily complete and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without
notice. It should not be assumed that any recommendations incorporated herein will be profitable or will equal past performance. Any listing of representative clients was not selected based on specific performance criteria
but rather lists significant institutional relationships. We do not represent that any client listed specifically approves or disapproves of our advisory services. Mesirow Financial Holdings, Inc. or any of its affiliates does not
provide tax or legal advice. The products and services mentioned may have tax consequences and, therefore, you should consult your tax advisor in order to understand the tax consequences of any product or service
mentioned.
The Mesirow Financial name and logo are registered service marks of Mesirow Financial Holdings, Inc., © 2019, Mesirow Financial Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.
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